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10th March: Suffragette (M, 2015)
An intense drama that tracks the story of the foot soldiers of the early

feminist movement, women who were forced underground to pursue a
dangerous game of cat and mouse with an increasingly brutal State. Fighting
for the right to vote, these women were not only from the genteel educated

classes, there were working women among them who had seen peaceful
protest achieve nothing. Radicalised and turning to violence as the only

route to change, they were willing to lose everything in their fight for
equality. This is Maud's heart breaking and inspirational story.

 
                                                            24th March: Wild Mountain Thyme (PG, 2020)

FREE MOVIES IN MARCHFREE MOVIES IN MARCHFREE MOVIES IN MARCH
PRESENTED BY EXMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARYPRESENTED BY EXMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARYPRESENTED BY EXMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY

 
Set in the Irish countryside, Rosemary Muldoon (Emily Blunt), is a sharp-
tongued farmer’s daughter who has been in love with her bashful and
boyish neighbour, Anthony Reilly (Jamie Dornan) since childhood. The
introverted Anthony frustratingly fails to show interest. He has his own

issues to deal with, including his father Tony's (Christopher Walken) plans to
sell the family farm to his American nephew (Jon Hamm), who might soon

be another suitor for Rosemary.  Anthony is jolted into pursuing his dreams
in this refreshingly sweet yet quirky, comedic tale.

 
 

To celebrate International Women's Day:

*PROOF OF  VACCINATION IS  REQUIRED FOR EVERYONE AGED 16  AND OVER AT CINEMAS 
 INCLUDING DRIVE- IN  CINEMAS OR OUTDOOR CINEMAS ACROSS WESTERN AUSTRALIA.*
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8 years old and an author in demand
We recently came across a news article about Dillon Helbig, an
8yo boy from Idaho, USA who spent his “Crismis” (Christmas)

holidays writing a book. The 81 page story, written in a journal, is
a richly illustrated tale about how he gets transported back in

time after a star atop his Christmas tree explodes.
 

 

 Inspired by this sweet story, at Exmouth Public Library we’d like to offer any budding young
authors in the community the chance to display your stories, any time you like. You can submit

them for our collection or just loan them to the library for a certain amount of time so they
remain your treasures. You never know, you may one day become a published local author like

Dillon Helbig and Madelaine Dickie (featured above!).

International Women's Day is celebrated on the 8th March to acknowledge
achievements by women, raise awareness against bias, and take action for

equality.  It's a great opportunity to showcase the work of amazing local women
and the library would like to acknowledge the achievements of local resident and

award winning author, Madelaine Dickie.

With aspirations to become a writer since age seven and having travelled the world for
research, writing and surfing, Madelaine has published two novels, the T.A.G

Hungerford Award-winning Troppo (2016) and Red Can Origami (2019). She recently
contributed a nail-biting story 'Following the Birds' about her own surf adventures

throughout some of Mexico’s most dangerous regions for Lines to the Horizon:
Australian Surf Writing, published by Fremantle Press, 2021.

To make sure everyone could read his story, Dillon snuck it amongst other
fiction titles on a shelf in his local library. When he finally told his mother what
he did, they checked in with the library hoping it might have ended up in the
lost and found, but the librarians were so charmed by it, they catalogued it!

The book, “The Adventures of Dillon Helbig’s Crismis” by the author “Dillon His
Self” had drawn so much attention that by the end of January, 56 people

were on the waiting list to borrow it!

Madelaine Dickie: 
A local author with a world

of inspiration

Madelaine is currently researching and writing a biography of the Kimberley
Aboriginal leader Wayne Bergmann who piloted the Kimberley Land Council
through the James Price Point Gas negotiations. A proud Nyikina man, during
this time he was called a ‘toxic coconut’ and accused of thinking white, lying

white, and talking white. This story aims to set the public record straight.
 

We look forward to reading this next book of Madelaine's which she says is
'nearly there' and we wish her well with her future writings.
You can read more about Madelaine or follow her work at:

https://www.madelainedickie.com/
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